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Abstract
In Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), localization is one of the most important technologies since it plays a critical role in many applications, e.g., target tracking. If the users cannot obtain the accurate location information, the related applications cannot be accomplished. Localization process is necessary to report the origin of events, routing and to answer questions on the network coverage, assist group querying of sensors. The efficiency of the sensor network is measured in terms of the coverage area and connectivity. Therefore coverage is a factor must be considered during the deployment. In this paper, we propose a range-free algorithm which will calculate position of a node using distance vector calculation. To achieve the maximum coverage and better connectivity mobile sensor nodes (MSNs) will set themselves at the center of the hexagon on the instruction provided by the BS which is located at one of the corner in the deployment area. Simulation results are compared with CPVF scheme in terms of number of MSNs required for same coverage area and average movement required by MSNs to fix themselves at the desired location and energy efficiency.
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INTRODUCTION
A remote sensor organize regularly comprises of a base station (BS) and a gathering of topographically dispersed sensor hubs (SNs) [1]. The SNs are normally little remote gadgets with constrained computational power, radio transmission extend, capacity size and battery control that helpfully play out the undertaking of gathering applicable information and screen its encompassing for some change or occasion to happen [2]. The WSNs has its own components that separate it from different remote systems as well as specialty the extent of remote applications to fiasco help, military observation, territory checking, target following and in numerous municipal, therapeutic and security applications [3-6]. The SNs might be left unattended in any unfriendly condition, for example, front lines, volcanoes and so forth, which makes it troublesome or in some cases difficult to revive or supplant their batteries. Along these lines, endeavors must be utilized to expel this lack of WSNs. numerous conventions existing in the writing limit vitality utilization on directing ways [3-6]. Despite the fact that these methodologies increment vitality productivity, they don't generally draw out system lifetime; if certain hubs wind up noticeably prominent, ordinarily named as "problem areas" and present on the greater part of the sending ways towards sink in the system. A portion of the basic attributes of WSNs that were remembered before building the plan are examined in [2]. A portion of the real issues in the hub sending techniques are: the range secured by the SNs, network among them, finding the dead SNs in the arrangement territory, adjacent to these the SNs are blame inclined gadgets because of battery misfortune or some physical harm amid their irregular appropriation from flying BS like helicopter, aero plane and so on [7-9]. To keep away from such issues, the specialists attempted to recognize the doable SNs sending methodologies. Nonetheless, if plentiful measure of vitality is available to gives versatility to the SNs in the system, the arbitrarily send SNs can be circulated uniformly in the organization range.

A standout amongst the most dynamic research ranges in remote sensor systems is the scope. Scope is normally deciphered as how well a sensor system will screen a field of intrigue. Scope can be measured in various courses relying upon the applications. Notwithstanding scope it is critical for
a sensor system to look after availability. Availability can be characterized as the capacity of the sensor hubs to achieve the information sink. In the event that there is no accessible course from a sensor hub to the information sink then the information gathered by that hub can't be prepared. Every hub has a correspondence range which characterizes the territory in which another hub can be situated keeping in mind the end goal to get information. This is separate from the detecting range which characterizes the territory a hub can watch. The two territories might be equivalent yet are frequently extraordinary.

There are a few components that must be considered amid the sending of sensor systems. A large portion of these will be reliant upon the specific application that is being tended to. The abilities of the sensor hubs that are being utilized should likewise be considered. Most specialists concentrate on a solitary arrangement display however there are papers that endeavor to build up a more broad calculation that can be utilized as a part of many sorts of organization.

RELATED WORK

In unfriendly condition where achieve capacity is unrealistic sensor hubs are sent arbitrarily from some flying item like helicopter, aero plane and so forth. If there should be an occurrence of irregular arrangement to give better availability Mobile sensors can be utilized which can migrate themselves into a system.

As per the calculation in [10], every sensor hub deciding the area it needs to move to so as to give greatest scope. The creators play out a few analyses to decide how well the system covers the range and the sending time of the calculation. The key shortcoming in this calculation is that every hub must be inside the detecting scope of another hub keeping in mind the end goal to decide the ideal area it needs to move to, if a hub is not seen by whatever other hubs then that hub can't decide its relative area.

In [11] creators have displayed the virtual constrain calculation (VFA) as a useful approach for sensor arrangement. The VFA calculation utilizes a drive guided way to deal with enhance the scope gave by an underlying irregular arrangement. The VFA calculation offers various vital points of interest. These incorporate unimportant calculation time and a one-time repositioning of the sensors. Besides, the coveted sensor field scope and model parameters can be given as contributions to the VFA calculation, in this way guaranteeing adaptability. The VFA calculation can be made more productive in the event that it is furnished with the hypothetical limits on the quantity of sensors expected to accomplish a given scope edge. Likewise, there is no course anticipate repositioning the sensors in the VFA calculation, where sensor impact can occur amid the repositioning. Since the present target confinement calculation considers just a single focus in the sensor field, it is important to extend the introduced way to deal with encourage the restriction of different items. Another augmentation lies in appropriated confinement and questioning. Expansions to non-portable sensor hubs and circumstances of sensor hub disappointments may likewise be considered.

In [12] creators have displayed another plan that are not administered by these suppositions, and accordingly adjust to a more extensive scope of use situations. The plans are intended to amplify detecting scope and furthermore ensure availability for a system with discretionary sensor correspondence/detecting reaches or hub densities, at the cost of a little moving separation. The plans needn't bother with any information of the field format, which can be sporadic and have hindrances/gaps of subjective shape. Plan is an upgraded type of the customary virtual-compel based strategy, which creator term the Connectivity-Preserved Virtual Force (CPVF) conspires. Creators demonstrate that the restricted correspondence, which is the purpose behind its effortlessness, brings about poor scope in specific cases. To enhance the execution additionally creators portrayed a Floor based plan which conquers the challenges of CPVF and, accordingly, fundamentally beats it and other cutting edge approaches.

In [13] creators have introduced a potential field based portable sensor organize arrangement procedure. Two key thoughts that were managed in [13] are (i) framing a hexagonal structure with simulated strengths created from a potential field and (ii) its various levelled application for more extensive region scope. Hexagonal arrangement is appeared to the ideal situation for indistinguishable sensor demonstrates as extensive region scope. Hexagonal arrangement is appeared to the ideal situation for indistinguishable sensor demonstrates as far as scope territory. Potential field based manufactured constrain calculation gives a straightforward and effective strategy to convey vast number of sensors on the grounds that the drive is utilized as control contribution for every hub with no complex control calculations. This angle empowers developing a various levelled structure with no extra unpredictability. The primary shortcoming of this plan is that it can't accomplish worldwide enhancement. This is a major normal for the potential field based strategy. Sometimes, they have undesirable arrangements, where scope openings exist amidst the hexagonal structure.

While concentrating on the issues of scope, existing organization plots to a great extent misrepresent the conditions for system availability. These plans either expect that the correspondence range is sufficiently vast for sensors in geometric neighbourhoods to acquire area data through nearby correspondence, or accept a thick system that remaining parts associated. In this exploration work we will propose an arrangement plot for portable remote sensor systems to bolster ideal scope, while keeping up the availability.
PROPOSED SYSTEM

In this paper Connectivity-Preserved Virtual Force (CPVF) Scheme is proposed where every node after deployment try to go near to Base station to locate its position, whereas in proposed system no Base station is involved. Every node will locate its position based on neighbor node positions. This will reduce the node movement.

This CPVF scheme presents base station that will calculate the node coverage where it keeps sending messages to children nodes until all nodes cover the entire network. In proposed system, every node tries to be connected with its neighbor nodes which achieve the network coverage. This reduces the message cost.

Maximum scope with least number of sensors: The coveted area for the position of MSNs is figured by Base Station to such an extent that there is least covering of detecting reach (rs) of nearby MSNs.

Minimizing the normal development performed by MSNs: The haphazardly conveyed MSNs are allotted their last positions in organization region by Base Station in such a way, to the point that base measure of development is required. Limiting the development additionally limits control utilization.

Minimizing the bury hub correspondence amid organization: The development and situation of MSNs to specific area is chosen and guided by Base Station, so entomb hub correspondence required for deciding wanted area for specific MSN is exempted.

Figure 1: Base Station Request –Response model.

NETWORK MODEL

The proposed scheme plot all the sensor hubs are versatile in nature. The sensor hubs are having same correspondence go, detecting reach and calculation control. The arrangement zone is square fit as a fiddle, which is partitioned into number of districts these areas are isolated by half of the correspondence run promote arrangement zone is separated into quantities of normal hexagons. MSNs will set themselves at the focal point of the hexagon on the guideline gave by the BS and BS is situated at one of the corner in the sending region. We have made suspicions that all the sensor hubs fall inside the organization range when sent haphazardly and the aggregate number of SNs sent is more prominent than or equivalent to the add up to number of wanted areas in the organization region. Taking after are the different issues in the arbitrary which includes:

A. Inefficient utilization of resources

Arbitrary sending of sensor hubs prompt covering of detecting scope of different sensors, where as some patches in organization region stay revealed (these patches are not in detecting scope of any sensor hubs).

B. Redundant data generation

Covering of detecting scope of numerous sensors lead to era of bundles with excess information, which leads to clog in the system, henceforth uses more power assets (battery).

Arbitrary sending requires extensive number of sensor hubs to accomplish required level of scope which expands the framework cost. So for ideal and productive use of assets and for better control and administration, homogenous arrangement is favoured.

NETWORK SETUP

The sensor hubs are haphazardly conveyed in the arrangement range to be observed by some flying item like aero plane, helicopter and so on as appeared in Fig. 2. The system setup of the displayed model is separated into the followings two stages:

A. Pre sending Phase

This phase includes sending of MSNs in the organization territory the accompanying operations are performed at the BS. Calculation of Communication range rc and Sensing range rs: Let s is length of side of general hexagon. To maintain a strategic distance from revealed locale in the sending region then, the detecting run (rs) of the MSNs ought to be equivalent to ‘s’ at any rate.
The different operation performed in this stage is isolated into the accompanying strides. In this stage MSNs are sent in the organization territory. After the sending MSNs discover their area as in [14] and keeps up at their possess end. BS keeps up a rundown called Active_Node_List [] containing Id and current area of MSNs under thought, which are associated with BS either specifically or in a roundabout way. The BS communicates an ADV bundle containing it claim id what's more, area in the organization region. On accepting the ADV bundle, all MSNs figures their own particular separation (dBS) from the BS, in light of dBS MSNs decides the locale to which they have a place, as MSN has a place with area Ri.

The algorithm used is as follows:

**Algorithm: Homogeneous distribution of MSNs**

Step 1: On receiving RPLY packet, BS updates Active_Node_List[] with entries of newly connected MSNs.

Step 2: BS get all the desired locations from QR[front]. Update Selected_Location_List[] = QR[front] and set i = front; if (Size of Active_Node_List[] = 0 ) perform Step 3 else perform Step 4.

Step 3: i=i+1;

**PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS**

Performance of the proposed Connectivity-Preserved Virtual Force (CPVF) Scheme for WSNs is simulated by using ns-2 simulator.

**Comparison of Percentage coverage versus number of Nodes:**

From the result obtained we can observe that the developed scheme requires 280 WSNs to achieve 100% coverage if the value of the communication range (rc) and sensing range (rs) are 70m and 40m respectively, as shown in Fig. 3, whereas the number of WSNs required to achieve 100% coverage is increased to 360 when the value of the communication range (rc) and sensing range (rs) are 60m and 35m respectively.

**Comparison of average movement versus number of nodes:**

The normal development happens by WSNs to set themselves at the suitable area is appeared in Fig. 4. We can watch that for 80 quantities of MSNs the normal development performed by the MSNs in the created plan is around 200m which is roughly equivalent to the FLOOR conspire and around half of the CPVF plot. We can likewise watch that as the quantity of MSNs are expands, the normal development performed by MSNs diminishes in the created conspire though in FLOOR plan and CPVF plot as the quantity of MSNs builds the normal development additionally increments and at an estimation of 200 number of MSNs it winds up plainly 330m in FLOOR conspire, 1060m in CPVF plot and just 148m in the created plan when correspondence go (rc) and detecting range (rs) are 70m and 40 individually and the normal development 158m for the estimation of correspondence range (rc) and detecting range (rs) equivalent to 60m and 35m separately.
CONCLUSION

The proposed algorithm presents a scheme for distribution of randomly deployed MSNs to achieve maximum coverage while maintaining connectivity. The proposed scheme is energy efficient as the placement of the nodes follows the hexagonal positions and MSNs will be slightly moved depending on if there is a gap in the network coverage. Also, inter MSNs communication required for their distribution is minimized to great extent by using beacon messages to set themselves to their final locations. The simulation result shows that the performance of the developed scheme is better than the earlier work.
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